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WORKPLACE CULTURE 
INTRODUCTION



Culture is the beliefs, attitudes and behavioral 
norms that form the essence of an 
organization. It’s visible in how work gets 
done, how communication flows and how 
relationships operate. Culture influences how 
an organization responds to change, and it can 
swiftly propel or stifle the best laid strategy. 



Talent Magnets™
Culture Framework



More likely to have 
engaged employees

4x 4x
More likely to have 

employee promoters 
(Net Promoters)

7x
More likely to have 

employees innovating and 
performing great work

O.C. Tanner Institute 

COMPANIES WITH GREAT WORKPLACE CULTURES ARE:



Culture is built by 
experiences and 
connections



O.C. TANNER INSTITUTE

Employee Experience
Micro-experiences



HOW TO SHAPE CULTURE
CULTURE BY DESIGNTM



Thriving organizational cultures 
have been proven beyond a 
doubt to deliver significantly 
better results. So why don’t more 
organizations have great cultures? 



Why don’t more organizations have great cultures?

• No shared vision for aspirational culture

• No clear alignment of culture with strategy

• No ongoing culture metrics

• No clear culture governance



Culture



Excellence is never an accident. It is always the 
result of high intention, sincere effort, and 
intelligent execution; it represents the wise 
choice of many alternatives—choice, not 
chance, determines your destiny.

—ARISTOTLE 







Culture today. Aspiration for tomorrow.
Alignment to strategy. 



Look for…
• Employee perspectives
• Strengths
• Barriers
• Accidental norms
• Aspirational views
• Anchoring points







Discover Plan Activate & Optimize



• Get clear on intention. What’s important?

• Use discovery to gather momentum

• Balance insights with action

DISCOVERY 
TAKEAWAYS



Why is culture 
important to you now?

DISCOVERY





Define the 
journey

• Where?

• What?

• Who?



Balance leader 
and employee  
involvement



Culture Fluency Aspiration Connection

Culture-planning journey markers

1 2 3



POINT OF DEPARTURE

From stability to growth

POINT OF ARRIVAL

EXAMPLE

We care about 
people and our 
legacy 

We create value 
for future 
sustainability



POINT OF DEPARTURE

From stability to growth

POINT OF ARRIVAL

EXAMPLE

“Too much noise makes it 
hard to focus. We have 
agendas, initiatives, layers 
of goals/values, ways of 
working, etc.”

We care about 
people and our 
legacy 

We create value 
for future 
sustainability



Pillars:
Growth, Simplification, Empowerment

Key Behaviors:
Innovation (Dream big), Operating Excellence (Deliver daily), 
Client Care (Care deeply), Elevate Others (Share success)

Vision:
Help our customer’s succeed (moving from service to 
customer success)

Wow Outcomes:
Acquire, retain, and grow clients by delivering

Wow: Build Trust, Empower Others, Serve Proactively, 
Improve and Innovate, Say Thanks, Collaborate, Have Fun, 
Execute Flawlessly

Learning Priorities:
Aspire, Discover, Connect, Grow

Way of Being Statements:
Quality oriented > People driven > Efficiency minded

Own Culture
• Support internal customers

• Own it with urgency, accountability, and optimism

• Communicate well and often

Be Simpler
• Eliminate complexity

• Ask “what if” constantly

• Reduce non-valued work

Grow Business
• Be an advisor

• Anticipate needs, risks, and opportunities

• Focus on customer success and driving results



• Define your journey 

• Balance “leader led” and “employee owned”

• Clarify how we navigate towards aspiration

PLANNING  
TAKEAWAYS



Describe attributes of 
your aspirational 
culture.

PLANNING





P.J. Fleck



CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT QUALITY“We’re focused 

on quality and 
continuous 
improvement.”



CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT QUALITY



Employees do not really care…what the values 
statement on the wall says. They care more 
about how leaders behave.

—PAUL GIBBONS, AUTHOR AND 
CHANGE MANAGEMENT EXPERT



BEHAVIORBELIEFFEELINGSEE
HEAR

EXPERIENCE
Take action when 
seeing a quality 

issue

Quality is truly 
valued here

Trust & ownership



O.C. TANNER INSTITUTE



Focus on things that are small enough to 
change but big enough to matter.

—KAT COLE, EXECUTIVE ADVISOR, 
INVESTOR, BOARD DIRECTOR, SPEAKER



Start small, 
move fast



• Bring to life, not launch

• Create peak moments

• Start small, move fast

ACTIVATION  
TAKEAWAYS



What one thing can you 
start tomorrow to move 
towards your aspiration?

ACTIVATION





Signals

• New behaviors
• Shifting movement
• Perspectives

• Progress
• Roadblocks
• Tipping point



DR. DAMON CENTOLA, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA 

Once a view is held
by at least one quarter of a group, 

that view will take over and eventually become the majority.

The tipping point



Culture carriers
• Resource groups
• Champion networks
• Business units
• Initiative owners (e.g., 

onboarding, L&D, etc.)
• Functional groups
• External partners
• Those outside your circle



Just as you can’t overcommunicate in a crisis, 
there’s no such thing as too much listening to 
people.

—KATHRYN VAN DER MERWE, 
GROUP EXECUTIVE TALENT AND 
CULTURE AT ANZ



• Assess and nurture progress

• Develop your culture carriers

• Continue to listen

OPTIMIZATION  
TAKEAWAYS



Identify five people you 
can recruit to support 
your culture-shaping 
efforts.

OPTIMIZATION



STARTING YOUR JOURNEY
WRAP UP



• Get clear on 
intention and 
what’s most 
important

• Use discovery to 
gather 
momentum

• Balance insights 
with action

TAKEAWAYS

Discovery

• Define the journey 
• Balance “leader 

led” and 
“employee 
owned”

• Clarify how we 
navigate towards 
aspiration

TAKEAWAYS

Planning

• Bring to life, not 
launch

• Create peak 
moments

• Start small, 
move fast

TAKEAWAYS

Activation

• Assess and 
nurture 
progress

• Develop your 
culture carriers

• Continue to listen

TAKEAWAYS

Optimization



Culture-shaping journey



THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING, DO YOU HAVE 
ANY QUESTIONS?

ERIKA CROCKER | O.C. TANNER
CONSULTING@OCTANNER.COM




